Branded Corporate
Communication

Meet Face-to-Face
Virtually Anywhere

GDPR Compliant Video Conferencing and
Collaboration with Your Own Brand

Feature Rich Collaboration

AT A GLANCE

Delight Your Customers and Work Efficiently

Our feature-rich web application is compatible with all web
browsers on all desktop and mobile platforms. The collaboration
features include document sharing, chat messages, screen
sharing, whiteboards, text editing, polls, a video projector and
high quality audio and video. As a Progressive Web App, it can
be installed on your desktop and mobile device.
Different meeting room layouts, end-to-end encrypted meetings,
boardrooms, and a TV mode for webinars make this web meeting
platform an all-round solution for all the video conferencing
needs of any business.
Hosted in Switzerland or self-hosted in your trusted data center,
with Veeting Rooms you don’t have to worry about data privacy
issues. We never share your data with anyone.

WHITE LABEL
Give your customers a seamless
experience with your own
brand and domain name.

INTEGRATIONS
Use our web components and
APIs to build on our foundation.

CORPORATE FEATURES
Satisfy your Business and IT
Departments.

White Label

Corporate Features

Our Platform with Your Brand and Domain Name

Satisfy your Business and IT Departments

We rebrand our video conferencing system
completely with your logo, colors, and domain
name. Our company is not mentioned anywhere
on the platform.
Veeting’s white label video conferencing and web
collaboration program is an industry first, and it has
gained traction worldwide.
You will be inviting customers to your own virtual
meeting rooms. Seeing your trusted brand instead of
a generic video conferencing solution promotes your
organization’s image and reputation for service
quality.
A white label product does not place any additional
burden on your workforce. We maintain and run the
platform for you while you concentrate on your core
business.

Security, flexibility, and timely goto-market are not mutually
exclusive requirements. Veeting
Rooms satisfies your IT and legal
departments and lets you do
business without any hassle.
Schedule your meetings with the
branded Office 365 integration and
invite your customers to your
corporate online offices.
Do you have multiple business units
with their own unique branding? No
problem, we can provide you with as
many branded White Label services
as you need.
Active Directory integration, Two
Factor Authentication and Meeting
Authorization Services protect
meetings from unwelcome guests.
Complete in-transit encryption and
private cloud setups ensure that your
data is secure.

APIs and Web
Components
Integrate and Expand Rapidly

The client-server architecture of our service gives you full API access to
all available features. Whether you want to integrate Veeting Rooms
into your billing system, LMS or CRM, our RESTful APIs and associated
web-hooks make this a painless process.
Web components are small code snippets which web designers add
to your website or application with just a few lines of code to enable
video calls. You decide on the look and feel, we take care of the video
infrastructure.
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Meeting Types

Testimonials
Customer and Partner Comments

A Veeting Room for Every Use Case

Not all meetings are the same. You choose the
most appropriate room for each of your meetings,
whether you require end-to-end encrypted
communication, a large group discussion,
breakout rooms or a webinar.
Off-the-Record meetings are designed for maximum
security. This specialized option leverages Peer-toPeer technology to run secure, fully end-to-end
encrypted meetings.
Leverage the power of large Boardroom meetings to
include more perspectives in your discussion. If you
wish, you can use the facility to record the
conversation for later use.
Support greater impact with the one-to-many
configuration of a Webinar. Allow multiple presenters
to share information with a large audience in a live,
virtual setting. Use the option to add interpreters for a
multi-lingual experience.

«Veeting Rooms with its innovative
approach and use of WebRTC
standards is the perfect fit for our
product line. Now our clients can get
together easily in virtual meetings. »
Business VoIP Provider
«With Veeting, we have found a
reliable partner for webinars and
breakout sessions that meets our high
data protection and data privacy
requirements. The Veeting Rooms
solution can be integrated easily into
our products and software solutions
of our partner. Their white labelling
options are impressive. » Integrator
«Web meetings are an important
element of our sales process. We
were looking for excellent customer
service, data security and an always
up to date solution. Veeting Rooms
provides all of this. » Enterprise User

Data Privacy
Without
Exception
You Always Know Where Your
Data Is

Veeting hosts its Veeting Rooms exclusively on servers located in
Switzerland. We sign legally binding data processing agreements with
customers to make sure everyone is GDPR compliant.
Partners who prefer to host their multi-tenant Veeting Rooms servers
in their own data centers can make use of our on-premises and hybrid
private cloud offerings. A Veeting Rooms setup is a closed system and
does not depend on third-party services.
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Scalable Infrastructure
Always Sufficient Resources to Meet Your Demand

Over the years we have solved the scaling
challenge of the video platform. With 99.99%
uptime, customers have never missed a single
meeting.
We scale media servers horizontally to achieve high
availability and fault tolerance and cluster all
components on a high-performance cloud service.
Our Swiss servers are operated in an ISO 27001
certified data center managed by our trusted hosting
provider. The entire video conferencing experience is a
self-contained system that does not rely on third-party
services.

WebRTC Since 2014
From Early Adapters to Industry Experts

Veeting was founded in 2014 with
a singular vision: Enabling every
company to have its own branded
virtual meeting rooms and enjoy
authenticated face-to-face
communication and stress-free
collaboration.
As early adopters of WebRTC, our
team has built a video conferencing
and web collaboration platform to
the standards that provide the
highest quality experience for users.
Over the years, we have been
privileged to collaborate with opensource experts, software integrators
and enterprise organizations, to
develop novel use cases and best-inclass solutions across a wide range
of sectors.
Today, the Veeting platform
supports virtual co-working,
customer relationships and remote
collaboration around the world. We
are committed to providing reliable
software solutions that allow
customers and partners to create
and brand their own virtual meeting
rooms as simply as possible with as
many features as required.

Services
Jump-Start Digitalization

Every business has its unique requirements and use cases. That’s why
we work with you to build on our core product to match your needs.
We have already implemented broadcast buttons, coffee tables,
simplified scheduling interfaces, and web-casting add-ons.
We are a team of industry experts with a long history in real-time
communication and integration projects. Every feature we add has
proven authentic demand. Partner with us to jump-start your
digitalization journey.
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